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Toward Improved Rotor-Only
Axial Fans—Part II: Design
Optimization for Maximum
Efficiency
Numerical design optimization of the aerodynamic performance of axial fans is ca
out, maximizing the efficiency in a design interval of flow rates. Tip radius, numbe
blades, and angular velocity of the rotor are fixed, whereas the hub radius and span
distributions of chord length, stagger angle, and camber angle are varied to find
optimum rotor geometry. Constraints ensure a pressure rise above a specified targe
an angle of attack on the blades below stall. The optimization scheme is used to in
gate the dependence of maximum efficiency on the width of the design interval and
hub radius.@S0098-2202~00!01602-3#
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1 Introduction
Fan engineers are frequently faced with the problem of des

ing high-efficiency fans at a given flow rate and for a given pr
sure duty. Design techniques are typically based on enginee
experience, and may involve much trial and error before an
ceptable design is found. Calculating the specific rotational sp
and diameter, discussed by e.g., Wright@1#, may aid the designe
in determining reasonable values for the rotational speed and
ameter of the rotor, based on desired flow rate and pressure
Integrating the concept of free vortex flow design~Wallis @2#! in
the process reduces the need to build and evaluate new des
However, the restrictions of the spanwise distributions of veloc
and pressure in the free vortex flow design imply that analysis
the fan at off-design duties has only limited validity.

In the work by Wallis@3#, an inlet guide vane-rotor-stator in
stallation was investigated. The system considered was of the
vortex flow type and several important parameters, e.g., lift
drag ratio, were fixed at reasonable values. This resulted in
plicit expressions for efficiency and total pressure rise as a fu
tion of tip speed ratio, hub-to-tip ratio, and downstream loss
Parametrical studies of efficiency and pressure rise as a func
of the three variables were then carried out.

Recently, Dugao et al.@4# considered numerical design optim
zation of a rotor-stator configuration for mining ventilation. Em
ploying a free vortex flow design method, considerable impro
ment in efficiency was gained as compared to an exis
installation. Furthermore, as an additional advantage, it was fo
that the noise emission from the fan installation was reduced

The above investigations concerned fan performance for a fi
flow rate and pressure rise, i.e., at a predefined design point.
erating the fan under other conditions was not considered and
therefore possible that it may behave poorly away from the de
point. In practice, fans often operate far from the design point
often with low efficiency~Bolton @5#!.

Employing an arbitrary vortex flow model~So”rensen and
So”rensen@6#! for fan analysis enables the designer to investiga
fan operating under various conditions. Furthermore, a wide ra
of design alternatives may be tested numerically with equal va
ity. However, the increased degree of freedom of the arbitr
vortex flow model implies a trial and error process before

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Divisio
October 21, 1997; revised manuscript received January 21, 2000. Associate Te
cal Editor: B. Schiavello.
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acceptable design is found. This in turn limits the number of
sign variations that may be investigated as well as the comple
of the geometric requirements and operating conditions for
fan.

Design optimization techniques may be used to automate
fan design process. Here, searching algorithms maximize the
ficiency while enforcing constraints on geometry, operating c
ditions and operating limits. Design parameters are automatic
varied by the optimization algorithm and the correspond
changes in efficiency and constraints are used to determine
optimal design. Combining an optimization algorithm with th
arbitrary vortex flow model enables the fan designer to investig
a large range of design alternatives in an efficient manner. F
thermore, parametrical studies of optimum designs for vari
operating conditions and geometrical requirements are easily
ried out. Many fan configurations are compared in the optimi
tion algorithm and a computationally efficient implementation
the arbitrary vortex flow model is required. In So”rensen and
So”rensen@6#, a Newton-Raphson method was used to solve
equations of the model, and solutions converged to machine
curacy are found at small computing costs. Furthermore, res
agree well with measurements and this model is therefore use
the present work.

The efficiency of a rotor-only fan is considered over a des
interval of flow rates rather than at a design point. This enab
the design of a fan that operates well under various conditio
The fan duty and size are determined from the specific applica
of the fan. In the present case, the basis used for the optimiza
is the fan from Kahane@7#, which was also used for validating th
aerodynamic model in So”rensen and So”rensen@6#.

In Section 2, a description of the mathematical optimizati
problem, as applied to fan efficiency maximization, is given. F
thermore, some special implementation details of the optimiza
algorithm are discussed. In Section 3, optimizations are car
out to clarify the dependence of the efficiency on the width of
design interval and on the hub radius of the rotor.

2 Method
The standard constrained optimization problem can be form

stated as

Maximize F~Fn! n51,2, . . . , NDV

subject togj~Fn!>0 j 51,2, . . . , NCON,

n
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where NDV denotes the number of design variables and NC
the number of constraints.

The objective function,F, describes the fitness of the possib
designs and, in the present case, reflects the requirements o
manufacturer to produce a high-efficiency fan. The design v
ables, denoted byFn , define the possible configurations, whic
can be altered by the optimization algorithm so as to find
maximum ofF. Finally, gj denotes the constraints which descri
geometrical restrictions of the designs as well as desired opera
conditions and limits of the fan.

In Section 2.1, the definition of the objective function in term
of maximum efficiency is described. The design variables gove
ing the optimization problem are defined in Section 2.2. The c
straints, imposing practical restrictions to blade geometry and
erating conditions, are discussed in Section 2.3. Finally, in Sec
2.4 a brief description of the implementation of the optimizati
algorithm is provided.

2.1 The Objective Function. Defining a design interval of
flow rates and denoting the center of the design interval byQc and
width by DQ, respectively, the primary goal of the optimization
to maximize the mean value,h̄, of the aerodynamic fan efficienc
in the design interval,QP@Qc21/2DQ;Qc11/2DQ# @m3/s#.

The mean value is defined by

h̄5
1

DQ E
Qc21/2DQ

Qc11/2DQ

h~Q!dQ, (1)

where the efficiency of the fan at a given flow rate,h5h(Q), is
calculated using the model described in So”rensen and So”rensen
@6#. In the present work,h(Q) is defined as

h5Q•~pT2DpD!/P, (2)

where Q is the flow rate,pT5pT(Q) is the total pressure rise
across the fan rotor,DpD5DpD(Q) is the loss in the downstream
diffuser, andP5P(Q) is the power input to the fluid. Besides th
loss in the downstream diffuser, empirical correlations are u
for the loss due to the tip clearance height and for the secon
drag losses. The above empirical loss correlations are further
scribed in So”rensen and So”rensen@6#. Losses in seals, bearing
etc. are excluded from the optimization.

The total pressure rise,pT , across the rotor is determined as
spanwise integration of the total pressure rise across each str
tube. Similarly, the input power is determined by an integration
the lift and drag contributions. For the rotor-only configurati
considered here, the dynamic pressure contained in the tange
velocity cannot be regained and is not included in the calcula
of pT . In the following, the result from the optimization, i.e., th
optimum ~maximum! value of h̄, is denotedh̄max.

To evaluate the integral in Eq.~1!, the design interval is divided
into Nd equally spaced flow rate evaluation-points and the e
ciency,h, is calculated at each of these points. The mean va
h̄, is then calculated using an accurate numerical integra
method of orderO(1/Nd

4) from Press et al.@8#. The integral is
constructed by fitting cubic polynomials through success
groups of four points.

2.2 Design Variables. The chosen design variables, whic
define the various possible fan configurations, are the hub ra
of the rotor,r h , and the spanwise distributions of chord-leng
c(r ), stagger-angle,j(r ), from the rotational axis and cambe
angle,u(r ), of the airfoils ~Fig. 1!. Although tip radius and an-
gular velocity of the rotor are key design parameters, they
excluded in the present study. The rationale behind this is to s
that, even though the optimized fans have the same dimensio
characteristica in terms of e.g., specific speed, differences in
formance can be achieved, depending on the allowed variation
geometry and on the imposed limits on operating conditions.

The spanwise distributions of chord, stagger, and camber
defined using single segment Be´zier curves. The radial position
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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of the vertices in the Be´zier polygon are fixed and distribute
evenly from hub to tip, whereas the lateral movement of the v
tices defines the spanwise distribution of chord, stagger and c
ber. Thus, the number of design variables describing either of
spanwise distributions corresponds to the number of vertice
the Bézier polygon. An investigation of the required number
vertices in the Be´zier polygon is carried out in Section 3.1.

The NACA65 airfoil family is used for the blades and measur
airfoil cascade data are obtained from Emery et al.@9#. Only data
for camber angles of 12 and 18 degrees were extracted, s
these were measured using the broadest range of geome
variations. The optimization algorithm requires differential fun
tions and it was necessary to smooth the data. This was perfor
by creating explicit expressions for the lift and drag coefficients
a function of angle of attack, stagger angle, solidity, and cam
angle. To find the functional expression which approximated
measurements best, using a least square measure, an u
strained optimization problem was defined and solved num
cally. To evaluate the quality of the functional expressions,
test case from Kahane@7#, used in So”rensen and So”rensen@6# was
recalculated using the functional expressions and it was found
the efficiency deviated less than 0.6 percent from the origi
calculations, for all of the investigated flow rates.

2.3 Constraints. Requirements from the manufacturer d
termine the specifications of the fan and thereby also the c
straints. These may be due either to some geometrical restric
or to some desired property of the fan as discussed below. In
present case, we consider a situation in which the fan used
validation in So”rensen and So”rensen@6# is to be improved, using
the following specifications:

• The tip radius of the fan is fixed atr t50.27 m.
• B524 blades is used for the rotor.
• The angular velocity is fixed atV53000 rpm.
• The center of the design interval is defined asQc56.0 m3/s.

This value is chosen since the rotor providing the basis for
optimizations exhibits maximum efficiency at this flow rate wh
the definition of efficiency in Eq.~2! is used~Kahane@7#!.

• The total pressure rise, as defined in Section 2.1, should b
least 1800 Pa. for all flow rates.

• The tip clearance height is taken to be constant,t51 mm and

Fig. 1 Definition of the spanwise variables chord „c …, stagger
„j…, and camber „u…, used in the optimization
JUNE 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 325
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the efficiency of the diffuser is taken to behD50.9 or hD
50.95. The coefficients for the secondary drag contribution
defined asa50.018 andb50.02.

For the spanwise distributions of chord, stagger, and cam
differentiable constraints are ensured by calculating the c
straints from the parameterized Be´zier curves rather than from th
discrete points governing the streamtube centers. In the pre
work, the following constraints are imposed:

Hub Radius, rh. Due to manufacturing requirements,r h
should be larger than 100 mm. Furthermore, the annulus betw
hub and tip is chosen to be larger than 30 mm. Thusr h20.1.0
and r t2r h20.03.0. Here,r t designates the tip radius of the ro
tor. These constraints are never active for the optimum desig

Chord Distribution, c. Although not based on geometrical o
structural considerations, the measured airfoil data are restr
to solidities between 0.5 and 1.5. To avoid extrapolations of
data, the chord is constrained to solidities between 0.52 and 1
Here, the solidity is defined ass5c/s, wheres52pr /B.

Stagger Distribution,j. No natural restrictions apply to th
stagger angle and it is bounded between 2 and 88 degrees t
the optimization algorithm in narrowing the possible values. Th
@j(r )22#min.0 and @882j(r )#max.0. These constraints ar
never active for the optimum designs.

Camber Distribution,u. The measured airfoil data are re
stricted to camber angles between 12 and 18 degrees. To a
extrapolations of the data, the camber angle is constrained to
ues between 12.1 and 17.9 degrees.

Total Pressure Rise, pT. The designed fan must be able
produce at least the required total pressure rise for all flow rate
the design interval. In the present work,pT51800 Pa. was chose
as the minimum pressure rise. Thus@pT(Q)21800#min.0.

Axial Velocity in Outlet. As discussed in So”rensen and
So”rensen@6#, the analysis model is unreliable if very small outl
velocities are found. A constraint is imposed, ensuring that, for
blade elements, the optimum design does not result in outlet
locities less than 0.26 of the inlet velocity at any flow rate in t
design interval. This constraint is never active for the optim
designs.

Tangential Velocity in Outlet. The ratio of tangential to axia
velocity at the outlet is kept below 1.1 for all streamtubes and
all flow rates. This limit is imposed to avoid vortex breakdow
downstream of the rotor, a flow-state which cannot be capture
the aerodynamic model. The above criterion for vortex breakdo
is based on Squire@10#, where stability analysis was applied t
three cases of uniform axial velocity with different spanwise d
tributions of tangential velocity. The analysis indicated that vor
breakdown occurs when the ratio of tangential to axial velocity
between 1.0 and 1.2, thus justifying the choice of 1.1 as the lim

Stall Limit, Dastall. At high angles of attack, the flow on th
blades may stall. This results in large unsteady forces acting
the blades, followed by fatigue problems. Furthermore, a la
increase in noise emission occurs under stalled conditions~Shar-
land @11#!. Here, we define stall to occur when the lift coefficie
reaches its maximum value and the corresponding angle of a
is denoted byastall . For all flow rates and for each blade eleme
the difference betweenastall and the actual angle of attack,a, is
determined. Denoting the smallest of these differences byDastall ,
a flow well below stall is ensured by demanding thatDastall>1,
thus keeping the angle of attack, for all flow rates and for all bla
elements, at least one degree below stall.

2.4 Optimization Algorithm. The optimization problem
proposed in Sections 2.1–2.3 defines a differentiable and no
ear objective function to be solved with a set of nonlinear c
326 Õ Vol. 122, JUNE 2000
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straints. The algorithm chosen for the solution of the problem
the sequential quadratic algorithm by Han@12#, extended by Pow-
ell @13#.

The algorithm requires gradients of the objective function a
constraints with respect to the design variables. Explicit differ
tiation of the aerodynamic model is very complicated and
gradients are evaluated approximately, using finite differenc
The computational effort for each iteration in the optimizati
algorithm is thus proportional to the number of design variabl
NDV.

3 Results and Discussion
The following proposed guidelines apply for an optimum d

sign and will be further discussed later:

• The pressure rise decreases with increasing flow rate. Th
fore, the pressure rise constraint applies at the highest flow ra
the design interval. Furthermore, this constraint is expected to
active for all optimum designs, since an excessive pressure
results in increased tangential velocities which, in the present
vestigation of a rotor-only fan, is considered as loss.

• The angle of attack on the blade increases with decrea
flow rate. Thus, if active, the stall limit constraint applies at t
lowest flow rate in the design interval.

• The loss in the downstream diffuser, as well as the tip cle
ance loss, increases with increasing hub radius. Thus, it is an
pated that the hub radii will be small for the optimum design
thereby lowering the losses. However, for small hub radii,
blade speed is low at the inner part of the rotor and the a
throughflow velocity is small due to the large annulus area. B
of these conditions result in low relative velocities and it becom
difficult to exchange the required momentum at the inner par
the blade. This in turn results in lowered axial velocities at the h
and the constraint on the tangential velocity may become act

• The optimizations are carried out for an interval of flow rate
and thus for an interval of axial throughflow velocities. For sm
hub radii, the low blade velocity, combined with the variations
axial velocity, results in large variations of the angle of attack
the blade elements. Although influenced by all operating con
tions and limits, an essential parameter for an optimum design
lift-to-drag ratio close to maximum for all blade elements. T
large angle of attack interval at the inner region of the bla
implies that, in some parts of the flow rate interval, this part of
blade operates at angles of attack far away from maximum lift
drag ratio. Furthermore, large variations in angles of attack
plies that the stall limit constraint may become active.

Before the optimization was applied to a real case, initial inv
tigations were carried out as described in Section 3.1. First,
effect of varying the number of Be´zier vertices for the curves
describing the spanwise distribution of chord, stagger, and cam
was examined. Second, the effect of varying the number of
culation points in the design interval was examined. After the
preliminary investigations, a series of optimizations aimed at fi
ing the optimum efficiency for various design conditions was c
ried out. This is described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 Initial Investigations. As discussed in Section 2.4, th
number of calls to the performance analysis model in each it
tion increases approximately linearly with the number of des
variables. Furthermore, the number of iterations in the optimi
tion algorithm tends to increase with increasing number of des
variables. It is thus extremely important to keep the number
vertices in the Be´zier polygons, describing chord, stagger a
camber, to a minimum without sacrificing the freedom of the d
sign too much. A series of optimizations was carried out, vary
the number of vertices in the Be´zier polygons. UsingNd519
points in a design interval defined byQc56 m3/s and DQ
52 m3/s, it was found that five vertices in the Be´zier polygons
resulted in an optimum efficiency determined within appro
Transactions of the ASME
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mately 0.01 percent of the efficiency obtained with eight vertic
This accuracy is adequate and five vertices in the Be´zier polygons
are used in all of the following optimizations.

Another important factor affecting the computational effort du
ing the optimizations is the number of points,Nd , chosen to di-
vide the design interval when evaluating the integral in Eq.~1!. A
linear dependence exists between the number of points and
calculation time. Using the same optimization case as descr
above, but varyingNd , it was found that forNd>13, the optimum
efficiency was essentially independent ofNd . ThusNd513 points
are used in all of the subsequent calculations ofh̄.

3.2 Dependence on Design Interval Width. In order to
clarify the dependence of optimum efficiency,h̄max, on the width
of the design interval, a series of optimizations was carried out
various values ofDQ. The optimizations were carried out wit
B524 blades and the center of the design interval wasQc

56 m3/s for all cases. In Fig. 2,h̄max is shown as a function o
DQ. Also included in the figure are vertical lines indicating wh
the constraints become active. At design interval widths ofDQ
51.4 m3/s and above, the constraint for the stall limit is active a
for DQ51.8 m3/s and above, the constraint limiting the tangent
velocity is active.

As expected, the optimum efficiency decreases with increa
width of the design interval. For small values ofDQ, the angles
of attack experienced by the blade elements are close to the a
of attack at maximum lift-to-drag ratio. However, increasing t
width of the design interval, the range of angles of attack exp
enced by the blade elements increases and, at least for some
of the design interval, the lift-to-drag ratio is far from maximum

For DQ>1.4 m3/s, the stall constraint becomes active whi
means that the increasing angle of attack interval can only
expanded towards lower angles of attack for some of the b
elements, thus limiting the design further. In Fig. 2, this can
observed as a slightly more decreasingh̄max. For DQ>1.8 m3/s,
the tangential velocity constraint becomes active as well, whic
seen as an even faster decrease ofh̄max. For DQ larger than the
values shown in Fig. 2, it was not possible to obtain a feas
design. For the largest flow rate interval resulting in a solution,
geometry of the rotor is determined completely by the constra
and thus independent of the objective function used.

An important thing to note from Fig. 2 is that an axial fa
which operates well in a design interval of e.g.,DQ51.4 m3/s has
a decrease inh̄max of only about two points compared to the ca

Fig. 2 Optimum efficiency as a function of design interval
width, QcÄ6 m3Õs. The stall limit constraint is active for DQ
Ð1.4 m3Õs, and the tangential velocity limit constraint is active
for DQÐ1.8 m3Õs.
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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of DQ50 m3/s. This indicates that axial fans which operate w
under various conditions may be designed with the pres
method.

To further investigate the constraint on the tangential veloc
Fig. 3 shows the tangential to axial velocity ratio far downstre
of the fan for three of the above design interval widths. All curv
are for the lowest flow rate in the design interval (Q5Qc
2DQ/2), at which the tangential to axial velocity ratio is max
mum. It is seen that the tangential to axial velocity ratio constra
is not active for the case ofDQ51.0 m3/s. ForDQ52.0 m3/s the
constraint influences the inner part of the blade and forDQ
53.1 m3/s, the flow across the whole blade is determined by
constraint.

Figure 4 shows the optimum spanwise distributions of cho
stagger and camber, respectively, for the three design inte
widths selected above. ForDQ53.1 m3/s, the case at which the
tangential velocity constraint is active for all radii, the spanw

Fig. 3 Tangential to axial velocity ratio at fan outlet for the
optimum designs for three different widths of the design inter-
val. The curves are for the lowest flow rate in the design inter-
val. The constraint on the tangential velocity was Vu2

ÕVx 2
Ï1.1.

Fig. 4 Optimum spanwise distributions of chord „top …, stagger
angle „center …, and camber angle „bottom … for three different
widths of the design interval
JUNE 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 327
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distributions are influenced by the constraint. This is most clea
seen on the chord distribution which increases nearly line
from hub to tip. As noted above, this design interval is the larg
at which a solution could be found and the design is determi
by the constraints alone. ForDQ52.0 m3/s, the tangential veloc-
ity constraint is active at the inner part of the blade. This is
flected in the spanwise distributions with a significant increase
chord and an almost constant stagger angle at the inner part o
blade. Furthermore, the camber angle decreases at the inne
and increases at the outer part of the blade. Finally, forDQ
51.0 m3/s, where the constraints for the tangential velocity a
for the stall limit both are inactive, the spanwise distributio
exhibit a more regular behavior. Although a slight increase
chord is experienced at the inner part of the blade, the ch
generally decreases toward the tip. The stagger angle and the
ber angle increase all along the blade.

To further investigate the optimum designs, Fig. 5 depicts
spanwise distributions of tangential velocity, axial velocity, a
total pressure rise, respectively, for the same three design inte
widths as above. All curves are calculated atQc , the center of the
design interval. ForDQ53.1 m3/s, the tangential velocity in-
creases nearly linearly along the blade, with a relatively la
gradient. This in turn results in a large variation in total pressu
increasing from the hub toward the tip. ForDQ52.0 m3/s, the
geometry of the inner part of the blade is restricted due to
constraint on the tangential velocity. This is reflected in the t
gential velocity distribution which increases significantly at t
inner part of the blade after which it settles at a nearly cons
value. For the spanwise distribution of total pressure rise, thi
seen as a large increase at the inner part of the blade. Finally
DQ51.0 m3/s, the tangential velocity distribution increas
slightly at the inner part of the blade, followed by a small decre
at the outer part of the blade. Generally, the tangential velocit
smaller than for the case withDQ52.0 m3/s which, for the distri-
bution of total pressure rise, results in a smaller slope.

3.3 Dependence on Hub Radius. As discussed in the firs
part of Section 3, the losses in the downstream diffuser and f
the tip clearance height increases with increasing hub radii. In
previous section, the hub radius was included as a design vari

Fig. 5 Radial distributions of tangential velocity „top …, axial
velocity „center … and total pressure rise „bottom … for three dif-
ferent widths of the design interval. The curves are calculated
at the flow rate of the design interval center „QcÄ6.0 m3Õs….
328 Õ Vol. 122, JUNE 2000
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thereby obtaining the value which results in the highest efficie
of the fan. In this section, the sensitivity of the efficiency on t
hub radius is investigated by carrying out a series of optimizati
for varying hub radius,r h . The center of the design interval i
Qc56 m3/s and the width of the design interval isDQ
52.0 m3/s. As described in the introduction to Section 3, t
downstream loss in the diffuser is highly influenced by the h
radius and the investigation is carried out using two different d
fuser efficiencies,hD50.90 andhD50.95.

In Fig. 6 the efficiency as a function of hub radius is shown
the two diffuser efficiencies. Also included in the figure are t
hub radii resulting in the optimum efficiency, determined by o
timizations, where the hub radius was included as a design v
able. These are indicated by solid symbols. The constraint for
stall limit was active for all optimizations and the constraint f
the tangential velocity limit was active for small hub radii a
indicated by arrows in the figure.

In accordance with the introductory remarks of Section 3,
optimizations with the larger downstream loss (hD50.90) has a
rapid decrease in optimum efficiency with increasing hub rad
whereas the case with a smaller downstream loss has a sl
decrease. Also, the optimum hub radius marked with solid sy
bols, is larger for the case with the smaller downstream loss.

For small hub radii it becomes difficult to obtain the requir
pressure rise, thus limiting the geometry of the blades. This in t
results in a decreased efficiency, even though the downstr
losses become smaller. For smaller hub radii than the ones sh
in Fig. 6, it was not possible to obtain a solution to the optimiz
tion problem.

If the hub radius is determined from factors other than ma
mum efficiency, e.g., size of electrical motor or the use of st
dard hub designs, Fig. 6 may be used to investigate the co
quences of the performance of the fan on changing the hub rad
As an example, it is seen that for the case ofhD50.95, the hub
radius can be increased with approximately 25 mm from the
timum value with a decrease in efficiency of about two points. F
the case ofhD50.90, the same efficiency decrease occurs for
increase in hub radius of about 22 mm.

4 Conclusion
An arbitrary vortex flow model for rotor-only axial fans ha

been combined successfully with a standard method for nume
design optimization of constrained nonlinear problems.

Fig. 6 Optimum efficiency as a function of hub radius. Qc
Ä6 m3Õs, DQÄ2 m3Õs. Filled symbols show the optimum hub
radius, i.e., when the hub radius is included as a design vari-
able. Arrows indicate when the tangential velocity limit con-
straint becomes active.
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Optimizations were carried out to maximize the efficiency in
flow rate interval. The pressure rise was constrained to be abo
required value at the high flow rate. Furthermore, the angle
attack was constrained to stay below stall at the low flow rate.
avoid vortex breakdown, a constraint was introduced, limiting
ratio of tangential to axial velocity in the outlet.

The dependence of optimum efficiency on the design inte
width was investigated. For small design intervals, the efficie
is only weakly dependent on the design interval. Thus, fans
operate well for a range of flow rates may be designed using
present numerical optimization method, with only a limited pe
alty on efficiency.

The optimum efficiency was found to be dependent on h
radius. For very low hub radii, it is difficult to satisfy the impose
constraints and for large hub radii, losses due to tip clearance
due to the downstream diffuser becomes large. From this inve
gation, the implications of prescribing a certain hub radius can
estimated.

Finally, it must be emphasized that the objective function,
sign variables and constraints investigated in the present work
merely examples. The design method is quite general and
easily be extended to include other constraints and other de
variables, or even a change of objective function.
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Nomenclature

a, b 5 secondary drag coefficients
B 5 number of blades
c 5 chord length
F 5 objective function~figure of merit!
gj 5 constraint no.j

NCON 5 no. of constraints
NDV 5 no. of design variables

Nd 5 no. of design interval divisions
pT 5 integrated rotor pressure rise

DpD 5 downstream diffuser loss
P 5 mechanical shaft power
Q 5 flow rate

Qc 5 flow rate at center of design interval
DQ 5 width of design interval

r h ,r t 5 rotor hub and tip radii
s 5 interblade spacing,s52pr /B
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t 5 tip clearance height
a 5 angle of attack

astall 5 angle of attack at stall
Dastall 5 minimum of all astall2a values

h 5 fan efficiency,h5Q•pT /P
h̄ 5 mean value of fan efficiency in design interval

h̄max 5 optimum fan efficiency
hD 5 downstream diffuser efficiency
V 5 angular velocity of rotor

Fn 5 design variable no.n
s 5 solidity, s5c/s
u 5 camber angle
j 5 stagger angle
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